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working title...working title...

 ““Defectiveness of  equitable skill Defectiveness of  equitable skill 
scores forscores for
a a multicategorical  tablemulticategorical  table””



  

OutlineOutline

    
 a brief history of multicategory tablesa brief history of multicategory tables
 some thoughts on ETSSsome thoughts on ETSS



  

...on multicategory ...on multicategory 
tables...tables...

 verification for standard 2x2 tables goes verification for standard 2x2 tables goes 
far into 19th century (“The Finley Affair”: far into 19th century (“The Finley Affair”: 
a a 1884 paper by J. P. Finley in the 
American Meteorological Journal)

 when it comes to multicategory tables, when it comes to multicategory tables, 
history of development is not so longhistory of development is not so long



  

...Vernon......Vernon...

 Vernon, E. M., 
1953: A New 
Concept Of Skill 
Score For Rating 
Quantitative 
Forecasts,  Mon. 
Wea. Rev. 



  

...Vernon......Vernon...

 proposed “deviation 
skill score” and 
“quadratic skill score” 
to take into account 
the amount of error 
(“accuracy”)

 such  system would 
discourage forecaster 
to issue forecasts at 
extremes

 introduced weights 
based on chance, 
climatology...



  

 possibility that rating on the basis of 
the size of the deviations will lead 
forecasters to bias their forecasts 
towards the middle class interval 
(where is a minimum possible 
deviation), rather rather than rather 
than trying to catch extreme 
condition



  

...Bryan......Bryan...

 Bryan, J. G., Bryan, J. G., 
and I. Enger, and I. Enger, 
1967: Use of 1967: Use of 
probability foprobability fo
recrecaasts to sts to 
maximize maximize 
various skill various skill 
scores. scores. J. J. 
Appl. Appl. 
MeteorMeteor., 6, ., 6, 
762-769 762-769 



  

Gringorten, (1967)Gringorten, (1967)

 Gringorten score 
awards forecasts 
of extremes (too 
much?)

 compared to 
Bryan, bad 
forecasts are not 
equivalently 
punished  



  

LEPSLEPS

 Linear Error in Probability SpaceLinear Error in Probability Space
 originally introduced by Ward and Folland originally introduced by Ward and Folland 

(1991)(1991)
LEPS = ( 1/n ) Σ | Pv - 
Pf |

 corresponds to MAE transformed into 
probability space

 Revised, normalised LEPS (Potts et al., 
1996)



  

LEPS...LEPS...

 encourages encourages 
forecasting of forecasting of 
extremes of extremes of 
the the 
cilimatological cilimatological 
distributiondistribution  
(not as much (not as much 
as Gringorten)as Gringorten)



  

ETSSETSS

 proposed by Gandin and Murphy proposed by Gandin and Murphy 
(1992)(1992)

 ““equitability” equitability” 
 equitable score takes equitable score takes zero value (“no zero value (“no 

skill”)skill”)forfor  random forecasts and for 
unvarying forecasts of a constant 
category

 takes value 1 for perfect forecast



  

ETSSETSS

 Gerrity (1992) showed that, for a Gerrity (1992) showed that, for a 
multicategory table NxN, ETSS can multicategory table NxN, ETSS can 
be calculated as mean of N-1 values be calculated as mean of N-1 values 
of Pierce Skill Score of collapsed 2x2 of Pierce Skill Score of collapsed 2x2 
tablestables

 since PSS has some deficiences, since PSS has some deficiences, 
ETSS will probably inherit them?ETSS will probably inherit them?



  

ETSSETSS

 ECMWF 24-hour precipitation ECMWF 24-hour precipitation 
forecast (Green Book, 2007, forecast (Green Book, 2007, 
Hungary)Hungary)

 4 categories4 categories
 C0C0 less than 0.1 mmless than 0.1 mm
 C1C1 0.1  - 2 mm0.1  - 2 mm
 C2C2 2 – 10 mm2 – 10 mm
 C3C3 bigger than 10 mmbigger than 10 mm



  

ETSSETSS

 ETSS = .561ETSS = .561

3262474515C3

279971735608C2

5638311653292C1

5461795812C0

C3C2C1C0F\O



  

ETSS – modifiedETSS – modified

 ETSS = .643ETSS = .643

6051218780623C3

0000C2

5638311653292C1

5461795812C0

C3C2C1C0F\O



  

...scoring matrices......scoring matrices...

9.1942.105.064-1C3

2.1052.455. 414-.650C2

.064.414.812-.252C1

-1-.650-.251.233C0

C3C2C1C0F\O

P0=0.687

P1=0.150

P2=0.116

P3=0.047

 Based on marginal probabilities one can Based on marginal probabilities one can 
calculate the scoring matrixcalculate the scoring matrix



  

...scoring matrices......scoring matrices...

9.1942.105.064-1C3

2.1052.455. 414-.650C2

.064.414.812-.252C1

-1-.650-.251.233C0

C3C2C1C0F\O

P0=0.687

P1=0.150

P2=0.116

P3=0.047

 Based on marginal probabilities one can Based on marginal probabilities one can 
calculate the scoring matrixcalculate the scoring matrix



  

ETSSETSS

 dependent on the number of dependent on the number of 
categoriescategories

 if a NxN contingency table is reduced if a NxN contingency table is reduced 
to to 

      (N-1)x(N-1)... (N-1)x(N-1)... 

...and finally to 2x2...and finally to 2x2

ETSS is constantly decreasing...ETSS is constantly decreasing...



  

ETSSETSS

 favorizing rare events...favorizing rare events...
 dependent on bias, which may lead dependent on bias, which may lead 

to “hedging”to “hedging”
 ooverforecastingverforecasting of e of extremxtremee  (and (and 

rare) rare) categories categories leads to increase of leads to increase of 
the the score score compared to the original compared to the original 
forecast forecast 

 equitableequitable
 proper? proper? 
 suitable for “hedging”...suitable for “hedging”...



  

...on hedging......on hedging...
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